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YOUR CATCH REPORTS
is proudly
sponsored
by

I am absolutely delighted to welcome Pallatrax as the new sponsors of our Catch
Reports Section. This section is where you display your catch to other Freshwater
Informer readers.
Each month, Pallatrax will choose from the published photos and pick their winner.
The winner will receive EIGHT packs from the innovative new GRIPZ hook range.
The lucky angler will have a packet of sizes 2,4,6,8,10, 12,14 and 16, so will be
equipped for all eventualities. This fantastic prize is worth over £40 RRP!

To be in with a chance to win this fantastic set of GRIPZ hooks, all you have to do is send us your catch photo via our
Facebook message page or email barnic@btinternet.com Entry is FREE and all coarse fish photos are welcome! From a
carp to a roach, send us your pictures! Please make sure you tell us where it was caught and it's weight.

Gripz Fishing Hooks
After extensive research, where the limitations of both barbed and barbless were scrutinised, there has been an obvious need for improvement
thus resulting in this radical design that crosses the boundaries between what we have had and what we now have.
Made from high grade Japanese wire, the key improvement has been the introduction of a series of minute horizontal grooves on the inside of
the specially designed arrow shaped hook point, where historically the barb would have been. These grooves allow the hook to hold securely in
the fish’s mouth when pressure is applied, as the flesh presses into the grooves resulting in a firm hook hold with no slippage.
What are you waiting for? Grab your rods and head down to your favourite water and remember to take your phone or camera!

WINNER

The winner of the
PALLATRAX
GRIPZ Hooks
Set for
NOVEMBER is...

Lee Macdonald
19lb Amazon Wood

well done!

BRETT CROWHURST - 23LB - CHEQUERTREE

WARREN EDWARDS - 30LB TRICKLEBROOK

ROBIN PIPER - 4LB 4OZ PB EEL - CLAYGATE LAKES

DARREN VINCENT - CHUB AT KNIGHTINGALES

DAVID GRAVELING - 35LB NEW PB
HAWKHURST FISH FARM

DEAN EATON - 20LB - NEW SPECI AT WYLANDS

ELAINE HIGGINS - 15LB - FRANT LAKES

JENNIE AT THE MUSHROOM FARM, HAILSHAM

LIAM THORPE - 24LB - STUB PONDS FISHERY

LUKE MORRIS - 30LB NEW LAKE RECORD
WIERTON RESERVOIR

MARK - 33LB - CACKLE HILL LAKES

NEIL WILLIS - 3LB 10OZ NEW PB
PRIVATE WATER

OWEN TAYLOR - 19LB - COMBE BANK FISHERY

PAUL COOK - 23LB - CUTTLE MILL
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